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With the rise in Cryptocurrency and Blockchain technology, everyone around the world
has started to understand the true value of a decentralized system. The cryptocurrency
boom we’re experiencing under a global pandemic has provided necessary funds to
many ongoing relief services, aids, communities, small and big businesses, and startups
and has benefited everyone. 

The decentralized architecture and the ability to deploy applications over blockchains
along with the growth of cryptocurrency use in charities and donations to raise funds, has
given birth to Aidbit Fundraising Platform, a dedicated place to raise funds in crypto.
Aidbit Fundraising Platform is the best place to raise funds in any cryptocurrency,
whether you’re an individual, a group, a community, or a business, with the lowest gas
and transaction fees, one of the safest non-custodial multi-currency wallets, Token Swap,
Automated Market Maker and NFT marketplace down the pipeline, rest assured, you’re
partly participating in charities and partly investing. 

Introduction

AIDBIT PLATFORM
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Platform’s Features in a summary:
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AIDWALLET – Safe and Secure multi-currency wallet. It is the safest place to store,
transfer and receive, multiple Cryptocurrency assets. It is non-custodial, which means
the private key to access the wallet always stays with the user and never leaves the
system they are using. It offers faster transactions at lower gas fees.It also allows the
user to purchase cryptocurrencies with any Fiat currency and hold it in their wallets,
thanks to Aidbit’s partner payment systems. (Supported Major Currencies at the start:
BTC, ETH, BNB, DAI, USDT, USDC 

Start a Fundraiser or a Campaign – The platform allows a user to start a fundraiser
for any good cause, also provides communities/businesses to host campaigns for
longer time durations. Upon completion of the fundraiser/campaign, all the funds can
be easily withdrawn into the user’s Aidwallet at no cost, and then they can use it how
they wish to. 

Easy Participation in any Fundraiser/Campaigns – Users can easily participate in
ongoing fundraisers or campaigns, with their crypto (which they can transfer into their
AIDWALLETS), or purchase crypto from inside their Aidwallets.

Rewards on both ends – Aidbit will offer participation rewards to users upon
participation in every fundraiser/campaign, at the same time, it will provide a small fee
to all the arbitrators/invigilators who have helped the campaign to be listed on the
platform and raise funds. 

Community Marketing – Aidbit community, the peeps as the founders call it, is very
helpful. Every Fundraiser/Campaign on the platform will be put into community
discussions on the Discord server, for peeps to share it with the outside world. Peeps
are rewarded for doing so.



There are plenty of fundraising/crowdfunding platforms on the internet to help raise funds
for many purposes. All the existing platforms are centralized, and have strict regulations
in place to make the process of fundraising a bit more challenging. 

Most of the platforms have their regulations to be followed by all the fundraisers, with
many crowdfunding platforms don’t allow users to raise funds for gambling-based, or
medical/clinical applications. Aidbit believes that anything credible and important for the
public, needs funds, should be able to raise funds in public without facing hard
regulations. To solve this issue, Aidbit carries out all of its activities on the blockchain,
being completely decentralized. 

Why it should exist?
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Use Cases and Main Actors
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Aidwallet
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Aidwallet is one of the decentralized, most secure, committed, and simple multi-currency
crypto-wallet. Aidwallet’s primary function enables a user to buy, store, send, receive,
swap, or exchange crypto assets at their convenience. Users have options to buy either
crypto from Aidbit’s partners such as Banxa, Simplex, and Moonpay.io (differ from region
to region) straight into their Aidwallets, or they can receive crypto from their other wallets
for unified charity/fundraising purposes. 

In addition to its extensive safety features, it will be expanded with its Automated Market
Maker App (Where users can make liquidity pools with their crypto assets and earn fees
every time someone else uses their pool to swap/trade currencies) and a Token Swap
feature where users can swap their tokens within Aidbit’s ecosystem. With Aidwallet, the
users can safely and securely store, send or receive their crypto assets. Users can check
authentic-time wallet balances along with it, and the near-instant settlements will avail
them to regulate the original costs of transactions they are making. Users will be able to
spend currency that is available in their wallet balance. 
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Cross Chain Swap Screen

Custom Tokens can be added to users’ Aidwallet
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Buy Cryptocurrencies with Fiat Payment Methods

Token Swap
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Buy cryptocurrencies straight into the Aidwallet with any fiat currency payment
method.

Swap Cryptocurrencies with a Cross blockchain bridge, or swap tokens on a
particular blockchain. 

Trade cryptocurrencies on multiple exchanges. 

Multisender enables a user to send cryptocurrencies to multiple wallet addresses in a
single transaction. 

Manage your wallet, add more wallets or import wallets. 

Enables users to make direct Peer to Peer transactions on the lowest gas fees. 

It supports multiple cryptocurrencies such as BTC, ETH, BNB, DAI, USDT, USDC,
AIDTOKEN, ERC 20, BEP 20 tokens, and many more. 

It comes with a clean UI for easy asset management and transfers. 

Get AIDTOKEN as static rewards for holding. Advanced staking.

It is available around the world on all devices with an internet browser. 

The main functions of Aidwallet are:
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Store, receive, send multiple cryptocurrencies or crypto assets in one wallet. 



Why Native Currency?
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Aidbit’s creators and founders want the platform to be always available for community-led
growth, environment, and self-sustainability. $AIDTOKEN holders become eligible to
govern the ecosystem, invigilate and arbitrate disputes on the system.

A balance of a minimum of 1 Million $AIDTOKENs allows an individual to take up
arbitration and invigilation duties, they receive rewards and benefits from each case
they resolve and each fundraiser they vouch to come on the platform. 

A balance of a minimum of 10 Million $AIDTOKENs makes an individual an Aidbit
governor. The individual can participate in proposals, approve them or disapprove
them, at the same time the individual can create their own proposals to be approved
or disapproved by other governors. The amount of $AIDTOKENs in the wallet directly
corelates to the voting/governing power of the individual over proposals. 



Governance Framework
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Aidbit decentralized system, its platform, and all the components are being developed
keeping trust minimization and neutrality in mind at all times and it will stay this way for
the future. In such a system, it is crucial that governance is constrained to where it is
strictly necessary. 

The governance and framework model would be initially used centrally, on discord
servers or self-hosted voting system, before the launch. Postlaunch, the governance
system will go decentralized like Sybil. 

Governance on Aidbit platform has already started on Discord servers and team and
devs are looking into more centralized ways to accommodate more private sale investors
and get them involved in early governance.

A holder with a minimum of 10 million $AIDTOKENs (10,000,000.00) in their wallet
becomes a governor. 

A governor has the ability to post proposals (Changes/Updates they wish to be
executed by the devs in any phase of the project lifecycle, platform development). 

A governor has the ability to vote on proposals posted by other governors, to approve
them or disapprove of them. 

Core team developers are always acting as Governors irrespective of the balance in
their wallets. 

A governor earns the maximum amount of $AIDTOKENs as rewards when
transactions occur. 

All governor tokens are locked with vesting at the starting phase of the project. 

A vote by a governor with $AIDTOKEN balance of 10,000,000.00 is counted as 1
vote, so if a governor holds 12,000,000.00, their vote will be counted as 1.2 in the
vote tally and counting.



A holder with a minimum of 1 million $AIDTOKENs (1,000,000.00) in their wallet
becomes an arbitrator/invigilator. 

An arbitrator approves the listings posted by users to raise funds. 

They check if the posts meet all the minimum platform listing criteria and rules. 

A post once approved by at least 20 Arbitrators (at the start of phase 1 till phase 2) or
100 Arbitrators ( in the later phases ) gets to be listed on the platform and gets the
green light to raise funds decentralized way. 

When a certain fundraiser post or campaign is successful, and the user withdraws the
amount from their wallets, a small fee is rewarded back to all the arbitrators who
participated to approve the post. 

An arbitrator also resolves transaction disputes between users and is rewarded
$AIDTOKENs for the same. All the governors are arbitrators/invigilators by default.

Invigilation & Arbitration framework
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Invigilation & Arbitration system on the Aidbit platform makes sure community-led rules
and regulations are always in action on the decentralised network.

Invigilators and Arbitrators help the correct types of posts (the fundraisers or campaigns
which abide by platforms rules) to be listed on the platform, help resolve disputes in
transactions as reported by users. For their work, they have rewarded $AIDTOKENs and
even other cryptocurrencies.

Invigilation and Arbitration system only gets to start once the platform is deployed on the
mainnet, that is phase 2.



Introduction to $AIDTOKENs
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Aidbit tokens or $AIDTOKENs are the platform’s native cryptocurrency tokens. It will be
used within the ecosystem to raise funds, invigilation & arbitration duties, rewards to
invigilators/arbitrators, and also fundraiser campaigns posted by users in dire need of
financial support. It will also provide governing power and voting rights to individuals so
that the community itself can maintain and regulate the growth and updates within Aidbit’s
ecosystem. 

Contract

BSCScan

0x686c626E48bfC5DC98a30a9992897766fed4Abd3

https://bscscan.com/token/0x686c626E48bfC5DC98a30a9992897766fed4Abd3

Address

Link

$AIDTOKEN have been minted as BEP – 20 on Binance smart chain. 

7,000,000,000 or 7 Billion fixed token supply was minted at the start. 

Tokens are NON MINTABLE and completely ERC 20 Compliant.

Smart contracts have been Audited and a discussion report has been published.

https://bscscan.com/token/0xc325C0b055C04Cd13C146A5200098BF59818872A


The backbone functionality of Aidbit's fundraising platform works upon the following
principles:

The platforms operate by allowing those seeking finance to make a pitch on the site
outlining how much money they need, what they need the money for, if anything, you
get in return for contributing. All the money required and to be raised is to be provided
in cryptocurrencies or Tokens supported by Aidbit platform. 

Potential funders can then view pitches on the platform, interact with both those
looking for finance and other potential funders, and then decide whether or not they
want to back the campaign. 

The majority of platforms operate the all–or–nothing model where, if the target
amount is not raised within a given timeframe, contributions are returned to funders
and no financing goes ahead, but we are using the Keep It All model, anything you
raise is yours. And a user is free to use the following elements of the platform,

Set up a fundraiser or a campaign to receive funds. 

Donate funds to an already existing fundraiser or a campaign. 

Easily withdraw funds when a fundraiser is complete back to users’ Aidwallet. 

Aidwallet token holders can arbitrate and earn more Aidbit tokens or $AIDTOKENs as
rewards

Buy cryptocurrencies with any fiat payment methods.

Send/Receive cryptocurrencies in the Aidwallet 

Swap BSC tokens in the wallet, with the help of inbuilt AMM (automated market
maker) 

A complete DEX suite, user-friendly to fit the users’ trading needs, order book, and
spot trading.

 

Login and create Aidwallet – Multi-currency crypto wallet with the following features: 

Functionality and Ecosystem
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Project Aidbit comes with an entire array of elements & services that will be integrated
with the base platform in AGILE methodology. To start with, the developers and initial
investors have funded the Aidwallet application over decentralized internet, but to get to
the complete potential with fundraising platform integration, NFT marketplace integration,
and development on all mobile OS platforms like iOS and Android, the project will need
community’s help as it is a community-led project. So the founders, creators, and
advisors are looking for raising funds to go ahead, at the same time shifting their
governance and duties to the community. 

Why Coin Offering?
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7 Billion minted at the start in Fixed Supply (7,000,000,000 with 18 decimal points)

1,973,590,516.39 belong to the Creators, Development Team and also Sold in
Private Sale to Seed Investors to start with application development on all platforms.
(22% of total initial minted supply, locked for 1 Year with Unicrypt's linear lock for
everyone) 

2,460,000,000.00 $AIDTOKENs to go for sale in 3 stages hosted on different
launchpads and platforms at different price points and locking periods. (35.14% of the
total supply)

1,677,300,000.00 $AIDTOKENs to go to liquidity pools on exchanges after the funds
are raised in the ICO stages. (23.96% of the total supply)

700,000,000.00 $AIDTOKENs to be used on the platform to help raise funds and also
for supporting charities. (10% of the total supply, locked for 1 year with Unicrypt's
Linear lock)

300,000,000.00 $AIDTOKENs to be used for marketing and development, including
airdrops and promos. (4.28% of the total supply)

200,000,000.00 $AIDTOKENs will be burnt with Project Milestones and will be
reduced from the total supply. (2.86% of the total supply, locked for `1 year with
Unicrypt's Linear lock) 

Breakdown/Tokenomics
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Breakdown/Tokenomics

Breakdown $AIDTOKENs
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Available for ICO/Presale 35.14%

Airdrops and Promos

For Initial Exchange Liquidity 23.96%

Platform Fundraisers and Charity 

Creators, Team and Seed Investors' 22.0%

ICO/Pre Sale 2,460,000,000.00

Platform fundraisers and Charity 10%

Marketing And Development

Marketing and Development 4.28%

Exchange Liquidity 

Project Milestone Burns 2.86%

Creators, Team and Seed Investors

Project Milestone Burns

1,677,300,000.00

1,540,157,260.75

250,000,000.00

700,000,000.00

200,000,000.00

50,000,000.00



ROADMAP
PHASE 1
AIDBIT'S CONCEPTUALISATION

PHASE 2 
AIDWALLET'S PRIME TIME

Aidbit's Conceptualisation &
Functions Platform's
wireframes and prototypes
for Aidwallet (Native Multi
Currency Wallet) 

September 2021 

Mobile native forks for both
iOS and Android based
devices, wirefrmed nd ready
for development

December 2021 

Aidwallet deployed on the
blockchain with undertaking alpha
tests and final bug fixes ICO Sale
hosted, finished, native tokens
AIDBITs listed on multiple
exchanges in liquidity pairs Wallet
audit and vulnerabilities fix

November 2021 

Aidwallet's development and
implementation on web3 A native
token for governance, arbitration
and invigilation on the platform.
(Open Source) Token code Audit
and deployed on blockchain

October 2021

Additional DEX features on the
Aidwallet's decentralised
application
Updates on native mobile forks for
iOS and Android

January 2022
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PHASE 3
AIDBIT PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

Platform awareness and marketing
month.

February 2022

Platform's prototypes ready for
development

March 2022
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Platform deployed on the
blockchain. 

May 2022

Platforms final vulnerability
checks, audits and bug fixes

April 2022

PHASE 4
EVERYTHING COMES TOGETHER 

Platform forked and merged
with existing app on iOS and
Android

June 2022

Platform Marketing & Awareness
Month

July 2022

Feature updates on all platforms 

August 2022

Code audits, bug fixes, vulnerability
patches

September 2022 

PHASE 5
APPLICATION SUITE

Governance month for future
feature and value additions to
the platform and all it's forks

October - November 2022

Aidbit's own NFT marketplace to
trade non fungibles. Includes NFTs
by charities.

December 2022 - January 2023



 

https://aidbit.help/


